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Summary1

Follicular mature (FM) and germinal centre (GC) B cells underpin humoral immunity but the dynamics of their2

generation and maintenance are not clearly defined. Here we exploited a fate-mapping system in mice that tracks3

B cells as they develop into peripheral subsets, together with a cell division fate reporter mouse and mathematical4

models. We find that FM cells are kinetically homogeneous, recirculate freely, continually replenished from transi-5

tional populations, and self-renew rarely. In contrast, GC B cell lineages persist for weeks with rapid turnover and6

site-specific dynamics. Those in the spleen derive from transitional cells and are kinetically homogeneous, while7

those in lymph nodes derive from FM B cells and comprise both transient and persistent clones. These differences8

likely derive from the nature of antigen exposure at the different sites. Our integrative approach also reveals how9

the host environment drives cell-extrinsic, age-related changes in B cell homeostasis.10

Introduction11

The ability to mount effective humoral immune responses throughout life is critical for normal antibody-mediated12

protection and healthy aging (Gibson et al., 2009, Frasca et al., 2011). B cells are generated in the bone marrow and13

enter the spleen where they complete development as transitional cells, characterised by induction of CD23 and IgD,14

together with downregulation of IgM and AA4.1 (Allman et al., 2001, Loder et al., 1999). These markers identify15

three stages of transitional cell maturation. During the T1 stage, IgMhi CD23low B cells with autoreactive BCRs un-16

dergo negative selection (Petro et al., 2002, Su and Rawlings, 2002). During the T2 stage, CD23hiIgDhi cells commit17

to either a follicular B cell fate, progressing through the IgMlow T3 stage, or are diverted to develop into marginal18

zone B cells, losing expression of CD23, upregulating IgM and expressing CD21 (Petro et al., 2002, Su and Rawlings,19

2002, Lam et al., 1997, Cariappa, 2009, Torres et al., 1996). Follicular mature (FM) B cells recirculate between lymph20

nodes and spleen, where cognate encounter with antigen triggers activation and the development of germinal cen-21

tre reactions. In deliberately challenged mice, antigen-specific germinal centre (GC) B cells divide extensively and22
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undergo affinity maturation (Mesin et al., 2016, Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015, De Silva and Klein, 2015). However,23

GC B cells are present throughout a mouse’s lifetime even in the absence of deliberate immunological challenge.24

The origin and dynamics of these constitutive GC reactions are not well characterised.25

While the establishment of peripheral B cell subsets relies upon de novo generation in the bone marrow, it is un-26

clear to what degrees the processes of influx of new cells, proliferative renewal, and cell loss (turnover) combine27

to maintain B cell subsets at or close to dynamic equilibrium, and how these process may change throughout life.28

Much of our insights into these processes derive from DNA labelling experiments using BrdU.Numbers of imma-29

ture B cells in the spleen decline with age, and it has been inferred from BrdU labelling that this decline derives30

from a loss of efficiency of pre-transitional B cell development, rather than any decrease in the rate of production of31

B cell progenitors in the bone marrow (Kline et al., 1999, Shahaf et al., 2006). In adult mice, it has been estimated32

that approximately 4 × 105 cells enter the mature naive (FM) B cell pool daily (Srivastava et al., 2005), which is33

approximately 1% of the total pool size. This low rate implies that if FM B cells are maintained at roughly constant34

numbers, the average, net rate of turnover (the balance of loss and any self-renewal) must also be low, and indeed35

it has been observed that only around 50% of FM B cells are replaced over a period of 12 weeks in adults (Förster36

and Rajewsky, 1990, Fulcher and Basten, 1997). BrdU labelling studies have also indicated that the average lifespan37

of mature B cells increases with age, an effect which acts to compensate for the decrease in production (Kline et al.,38

1999, Fulcher and Basten, 1997).39

In regard to germinal centre reactions, much attention has focused on the dynamics associated with affinity matu-40

ration, the factors influencing transitions between light and dark zones and the associated processes of proliferation41

and differentiation (see, for example, Victora and Mesin (2014) and Mesin et al. (2016)). However, less is known42

regarding the population dynamics and rules of replacement of GC B cells over extended timescales; in particular43

it is unclear how division and death combine to define the longevity of GC reactions, and whether their population44

dynamics are sensitive to host age.45

Quantifying these dynamic balancing acts is important not only for understanding how to treat dysregulation of46

B cell homeostasis, but also for understanding how B cell repertoires evolve over time. In particular, one must be47

careful to distinguish between the lifetime of cells themselves, and the persistence of populations that undergo self-48

renewal. Collectively the progeny of naive a B cell (which comprise a B cell lineage, that we loosely refer to as a49

‘clone’) may potentially persist much longer than any particular individual cell. This clonal lifetime is the pertinent50

quantity when measuring the persistence of antigen-specific B cell populations. Blocking B cell development by51

interfering with IL-7 signalling or with inducible deletion of Rag2 has indicated that mature B cell populations can52

persist without influx for weeks to months (Grabstein et al., 1993, Hao and Rajewsky, 2001), which defines the53

pool-averaged clonal lifetime.54

Insights from BrdU labelling studies maybe limited due to its toxicity in the longer term and potential spatial55

heterogeneity in the efficiency of uptake. Also, the use of irradiated chimeras to monitor the dynamics of repopu-56

lation and maintenance is complicated by the lymphopenic environment that induces transitional cells to undergo57

homeostatic proliferation (Meyer-Bahlburg et al., 2008). Further, making more precise inferences regarding cell58

population dynamics from BrdU labelling experiments requires the use of mathematical models, and estimates59

of key quantities such as division and turnover (loss) rates can be sensitive to the assumptions encoded in these60

models (De Boer et al., 2003, De Boer and Perelson, 2013). For instance, labelling curves are often multi-phasic,61

indicative of heterogeneity in rates of proliferation, but fully resolving and quantifying this heterogeneity can be62

difficult. It can also be problematic to distinguish labelling derived from proliferation within a cell subset and from63

the influx of labelled cells from a precursor population, and to distinguish between potential precursor populations.64

To address all of these issues, we employed themethod of temporal fate mapping (Hogan et al., 2015) to characterise65

the population dynamics and the rates and extents of tonic reconstitution of FM and naturally-occurring GC B cell66

compartments in healthy mice. We studied the kinetics by which new B cells percolate into peripheral subsets, and67

paired this information with measures of proliferation (Ki67 expression), accounting for the possible persistence in68

its expression across stages of development. We then confronted these data with an array of candidate mathematical69

models, to identify the most concise and robust descriptions of the ontogeny and dynamics of FM and GC B cells70
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over almost the full extent of the mouse lifespan.71

Results72

Busulfan treatment permits reconstitution of the bone marrow HSC niche without perturbing periph-73

eral mature B cell compartments74

To study the dynamics of FM and GC B cells, we used a previously published method of tracking lymphocyte devel-75

opment in healthy mice (Hogan et al., 2015). Briefly, treatment with optimised doses of the transplant conditioning76

drug busulfan ablates the host haematopoetic stem cell (HSC) compartment but has no impact on mature periph-77

eral haematopoetic lineages. We then transfer congenically labelledHSC progenitors fromdonor BM, which rapidly78

reconstitute the depleted host HSC niche. This procedure typically achieves 60-95% replacement of HSC. We then79

follow the replacement of mature peripheral haematopoetic compartments by the progeny of donor HSC for up80

to 18 months post-BMT. The kinetics of the infiltration of donor lymphocytes are rich in information regarding81

differentiation pathways, the fluxes between subsets and the net rates of loss within each, and the rules of replace-82

ment (Hogan et al., 2015, Gossel et al., 2017, Hogan et al., 2019).83

Specifically, we generated chimeras by conditioning CD45.1 C57Bl6/J hosts with busulfan and reconstituting HSC84

with T- and B-cell depleted bone marrow (BM) from CD45.2 C57Bl6/J donors (Materials & Methods). To help85

us evaluate any influence of host age on B cell maintenance, we generated chimeras using hosts of varying ages,86

partioned into three groups: < 8 weeks, 8-12 weeks and ages 12 weeks or older. Previously we have shown that87

busulfan treatment has no detectable impact upon the long-term survival, proliferation ormaintenance of peripheral88

T cell compartments or their progenitors (Gossel et al., 2017, Hogan et al., 2015). To confirm this was also true for89

B cells, we compared peripheral B cell subsets (Fig. 1A) in busulfan-treated mice with age-matched WT controls at90

different times following BM reconstitution. We saw no significant differences in total numbers of transitional, FM91

or GC B cells (Fig. 1B) or in their levels of expression of Ki67, a marker of recent division (Fig. 1C), in either spleen92

or lymph nodes in the weeks and months following BMT.93

To account for variation between busulfan-treated mice in the extent of HSC replacement after BMT, we used the94

mouse-specific values of the chimerism among equilibrated progenitor populations to normalise the levels of donor95

cell infiltration into downstream peripheral B cell subsets. With this approach, a normalised chimerism of 1 indi-96

cates that a subset has attained the chimerism of its ancestral population, meaning that it has turned over completely.97

Previous studies of T cell homeostasis in busulfan chimeras normalised peripheral donor chimerism against equi-98

librated chimerism in thymic progenitors (Hogan et al., 2015). However, a similar approach normalising against99

donor chimerism amongst bone marrow B cell progenitors was not possible, because we observed substantial vari-100

ation in donor engraftment between different bones in the same mouse (Fig. S1A). No single site was therefore101

representative of the entire BM compartment. However, all developing B cells migrate from BM to the spleen to102

continue development as AA4.1+IgMhiCD23lo (transitional) cells. Since this obligate stage integrates input from103

all BM sites, we used the chimerism amongst these cells as a proxy for the chimerism across total BM progenitors.104

Following BMT, we observed a smooth transition from exclusively host-derived to donor-enriched T1 cells over the105

first few weeks following drug treatment, which occurred considerably more rapidly the emergence of chimerism106

among FM or GC B cells (Fig. 1D) but was similar in kinetics and magnitude to the emergence of chimerism among107

BM pre-B cells. Importantly, we then saw no trend in donor chimerism a among pre-B or T1 cells across animals108

over time (Fig. 1D), suggesting that BM chimerism, once established, was stable, consistent with our previous stud-109

ies (Hogan et al., 2015).110

Temporal fate mapping reveals extensive replacement of mature B cell compartments by HSC progeny111

following BMT112

Weobserved a high degree of correlation in donor chimerism amongst CD23hi transitional 2/3 (T2/3) and FMB cells113

in LN, spleen and bone marrow in each mouse (Fig. 2A), confirming that these mature B cell populations are freely114
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recirculating between the different lymphoid sites. As anticipated, the T2/3 compartment underwent complete and115

rapid replacement within a few weeks following BMT (Fig. 2B).116
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution and dynamics of chimerism in B cell subsets. (A)Comparing chimerism in the T2 and FMB subsets across
bone marrow (BM), spleen and pooled lymph nodes (LN). (B) The kinetics of accumulation of donor-derived cells in B cell susbets.
The donor fraction in each subset is normalised to that in the upstream T1 subset, to remove the effect of variation in the level of stable
BM chimerism achieved across animals.

The replacement kinetics of GC B cells in spleen and lymph nodes were somewhat more noisy (Fig. 2B), but there117

appeared to be a more rapid replacement of within splenic GC than in lymph nodes. Since GC B cells are non-118

recirculating, we assumed that these two locations contained independent populations of activated B cells. Indeed,119

analysing individual LN separately revealed considerable variation in chimerism among GC B cells within a single120

host (Fig. S1B), suggestive of a degree of stochasticity with which donor or host cells are recruited to GC reactions.121

Nevertheless, for subsequent analyses we pooled LNs in order to measure overall levels of donor infiltration, but122

treated LN and spleen separately. We reasoned that the origin of stimuli driving GC formation in LN and spleen,123

deriving from tissue drainage and blood respectively, might result in qualitatively distinct responses.124
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Quantifying cell production: Ki67 expression reflects self-renewal but is also inherited across stages of125

B cell development126

To examine the role of proliferation in B cell development, we also measured levels of Ki67, a nuclear protein that127

serves as a marker of recent cell division. In T cells, Ki67 expression is induced at the G1 stage of the cell cycle and128

persists for more than three days after mitosis (Gossel et al., 2017, Hogan et al., 2013). Similar decay kinetics have129

been described in human mammary epithelial cell lines in vitro (Miller et al., 2018).130

Analysis of Ki67 expression revealed variation across stages of B cell development in bone marrow, transitional131

stages and mature B cells (Fig. 3A). Pre-B cells and GC B cells both undergo extensive proliferation and exhibit a132

high, unimodal distribution of Ki67 expression. It was also readily detectable amongst transitional B cells, but was133

expressed by only a small subset of FMB cells (Fig. 3A). It has been shown that transitional populations in the spleen134

do not divide as they mature, and that following BrdU administration, labelled T2 cells are detected in the spleen135

within 2 days (Srivastava et al., 2005), a maturation time that is shorter than the lifetime of Ki67. Therefore, Ki67136

seen in transitional populations is likely residual expression from division events among precursors in the bone137

marrow. Consistent with this inference, Ki67 abundance in transitional populations remains broadly unimodal in138

distribution but its median level falls as they mature into FM B cells (Fig. 3A). Given the short transit time through139

the transitional stages, it is possible that the low level of Ki67 expression in FMB cells (Fig. 1B and Fig. 3A) could also140

derive at least in part from recently divided BM precursors, as well as from self-renewal. Evidence for inheritance141

of Ki67 in the FM pool is that we saw a transient elevation in the frequency of Ki67hi cells in donor cells over that in142

host cells soon after BMT, but levels declined and converged with host cell levels after∼100 days (Fig. 3B). We infer143

that this behaviour derives from the difference in themean ages of donor and host B cells, which ismore pronounced144

soon after BMTwhen all donor-derived FM cells have recently entered the compartment, and not from any intrinsic145

differences in host and donor cell behaviour. Therefore, in the modelling analyses described below we assumed that146

Ki67 expression within each B cell subset could derive from division and/or the influx of Ki67hi progenitors.147

Follicular Mature B cells are a homogeneous, slowly dividing population whose residence time in-148

creases with age149

Given the time-varying fluxes of donor cells through multiple stages of development, extracting the maximum in-150

formation from these timecourses requires mathematical modelling. We have previously used this approach us-151

ing busulfan chimeric mice to quantify the developmental and homeostatic dynamics of naive CD4 and CD8 T152
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cells (Hogan et al., 2015) and memory CD4 T cells (Gossel et al., 2017, Hogan et al., 2019).153

Webegan by studying FMBcells. We assumed that they recirculate freely between lymphnodes and spleen, given the154

close similarity in chimerism in the two compartments (Fig. 2A) and indeed across all lymphoid organs (Fig. S1B).155

Therefore we pooled the numbers of FM B cells recovered from spleen and lymph nodes and assumed they follow156

the same dynamics in each. We attempted to describe these dynamics in mice aged between 70 and 600 days with157

a variety of mathematical models (Fig. 4A). In each, we assumed newly-differentiated FM B cells are generated at158

a rate proportional to the size of their precursor population, which was assumed to be either T1, T2, or T1 and159

T2 combined. Describing the timecourses of these ‘source’ populations with empirical functions (Fig. S2 and Text160

S4), we then aimed to identify the combination of model and precursor population that best described FM B cell161

dynamics. The simplest model (Fig. 4A, top) assumed that FM B cells, whether host or donor, are generated from162

their precursors at the same constant per capita rate, and form a homogeneous populationwhich undergoes turnover163

(loss) and self-renews through division, both at constant per capita rates. This model predicts a smooth, continuous164

approach to stable chimerism of FM B cells with eventual complete (and repeated) replacement. However, the165

precise shape of this curve is rich in information regarding the processes of influx and loss. To test for any more166

complex homeostatic dynamics, we considered four extensions to this basic model. In the first, the rates of turnover167

or division might vary with host age (the ‘time-dependent turnover’ or ‘time-dependent division’ models). In the168

second, the FMB cells are assumed to be homogeneous with constant rates of turnover and division, but are fed from169

transitional B cells at a per capita rate that changes with age (‘time-dependent recruitment’). In the third extension,170

FMB cells comprise two independent subpopulations turning over at different rates (‘kinetic heterogeneity’). In this171

scenario the donor chimerism will initially increase rapidly as the subpopulation with faster turnover is replaced,172

followedby amore gradual approach to stable chimerismas themore persistent subpopulation, with slower turnover,173

is replaced. In the fourth extension (the ‘incumbent’ model), we allowed for the possibility that a population of host-174

derived cells established early in life remains stable in numbers and is not replaced by cells recruited later in life.175

Such a model allows for less-than-complete turnover, or a normalised chimerism stabilising at a value less than 1.176

See Text S1 for details of the mathematical formulation of the models.177

The kinetic of replacement of existing cells with immigrant cells is determined primarily by the average net rate178

of loss – the balance of cell death, any onward differentiation, and proliferative renewal (Text S2). We refer to the179

inverse of the net loss rate as the clonal lifespan; it measures the persistence of a population of B cells that is subject180

to both loss and a degree of self-renewal. The clonal lifespan may be much longer than the expected time any one181

cell spends within that population before it dies or differentiates, which we refer to as the residence time.182

To estimate parameters and compare the support for the models, each was fitted simultaneously to the timecourses183

of FM B cell numbers, the chimerism within FM B cells normalised to that in T1 (the earliest common precursor184

to all populations considered), and the proportions of host and donor FM B cells expressing Ki67 (Fig. 4A-C).185

Including the Ki67 expression in donor and host populations allowed us to resolve the net loss rate into rates of186

death/differentiation (yielding the residence time) and proliferation (yielding the interdivision time). Our approach187

to fitting is outlined in Materials & Methods and is described in detail in Text S3.188

We could immediately reject the incumbent model because the chimerism of the FM B cell compartment reached189

that of T1 cells (Fig. 4B), indicating no evidence for a persistent host-derived FM B cell population. We found the190

strongest relative support (64%, Table S1) for the model in which the rate of turnover (loss) of FM B cells declined191

with host age but their rate of division remained constant, and with T1 cells as their direct precursor. Fits are shown192

as solid lines in Fig. 4A-C, and parameter estimates are in Table 1.193

We estimate a steady daily influx of around 0.9× 106 new FMB cells per day fromT1 precursors into the spleen and194

LN of mice aged between 75d and 500d, deriving from the assumption of a constant per capita rate of recruitment195

and the relatively stable numbers of T1 precursors in this age range (Fig. 1A). This flux is almost double an estimate196

of the number of new FMB cells entering the spleen daily in 56d-oldmice (Srivastava et al., 2005). We infer that FM197

B cells have a mean residence time of roughly 5 weeks in 75 day-old mice, and that this increases slowly over time (6198

weeks at age 300 days and almost 9 weeks at age 2 years). These estimates are in line with those from older studies199
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of BrdU labelling among mature B220hi HSAlow B cells, which are predominantly FM cells (Förster and Rajewsky,200

1990, Fulcher and Basten, 1997).201

While in adult mice approximately 10% of FM B cells express Ki67 (Figs. 1B and 4D), we infer that this level of202

expression derives almost entirely from newly generated FM cells who inherit it from their pre-transitional, highly203

proliferative bone marrow precursors. As described above, this conclusion derives largely from the observation that204

donor-derived FM B cells, which soon after BMT are highly enriched for newly generated cells, transiently exhibit205

significantly higher levels of Ki67 than the more established host cells (Fig. 4D). We infer that FM B cells themselves206

divide rarely – roughly once a year, though this estimate comes with some uncertainty. Because this self-renewal is207

slow, the average clonal lifetime is only slightly longer than the mean residence time of individual cells themselves.208

Therefore, the naive FM B cell compartment in adult mice relies almost entirely on the influx of new cells – and is209

therefore constantly supplied with new receptor specificities – for its maintenance throughout life.210

Parameter Estimate 95% CI

Daily influx from source (as % of population) at age 75d 2.9 (2.5, 3.4)
at age 300d 2.1 (1.8, 2.4)

Daily influx from source at age 75d (cells/day ×10−6) 0.87 (0.74, 1.0)
age 300d 0.85 (0.73, 0.99)

Mean residence time at age 75d (d) 35 (29, 42)
age 300d (d) 42 (35, 50)

Time taken for mean residence time to double (months) 27 (15, 115)
Mean clonal lifespan at age 75d (d) 41 (33, 50)

age 300d (d) 51 (43, 61)
Mean inter-division time (d) 400 (110, 1200)
Ki67hi → Ki67lo transit time (d) 5.8 (4.4, 7.2)

Table 1. Parameter estimates from the best-fitting model of FM B cell homeostasis. 95% credible intervals were estimated by taking
the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior probability distributions of the parameter values.

Developmental dynamics of FM B cells differ in young and adult mice211

Next, we studied the accumulation of FM B cells early in life to understand how the dynamics of their establish-212

ment in lymphoid organs compares to their dynamics in adult mice. Their T1 precursors dramatically increased in213

number up to age 20 days, declined continuously for a further 20-30 days, and were maintained stably thereafter214

(Fig. 1A). Correspondingly, FM B cell numbers increase rapidly up to age 30 days, followed by the much slower but215

persistent increase that we modelled in adults (Fig. 1A). We wanted to explore whether the processes of generation216

and maintenance of FM B cells from T1 precursors that we characterised in adults followed the same dynamics217

early in life. To do this, we used our best-fit time-dependent turnover model and its parameter estimates from adult218

mice together with the timecourse of T1 B cell numbers in young mice (Fig. 5A; see Text S5 for details of its pa-219

rameterisation) to predict the kinetics of accumulation of FM B cells from age 10 days onwards, extrapolating the220

exponentially-decaying loss rate back to the earliest timepoint (age 14 days). We found that the predicted FM B cell221

numbers substantially overshot the observations (∼3-fold higher at age 4 weeks; Fig. 5B).222

This mismatch indicated that either (i) cells flow from T1 to the FM B cell pool at a lower per capita rate early in223

life; and/or (ii) FM B cells in young mice are lost much more rapidly than those in adult mice, at even greater levels224

than predicted by the best-fitting model of age-dependent loss. We tested these two hypotheses in silico by allowing225

the per capita rate of influx from T1 to increase progressively with host age, or by augmenting the death rate of FM226

B cells early in life (see Text S5). We then fitted these two models to the FM B cell counts in young mice (Fig. 5C227

and D). Both of these extensions described the data well, but they made very distinct predictions regarding the228

age distribution of FM B cells in young mice (see Text S5 for details). Increasing recruitment from T1 predicted a229
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Fig. 5. Establishment of the FM B cell compartment in young mice is characterised by progressively increasing recruitment from
T1 precursors with age. (A) Observed numbers of splenic T1 B cells recovered from both young WT control mice (blue) and adult
busulfan chimeras (red), described with a single fitted empirical function (see Text S5). (B) Total numbers of FMB cells recovered from
the same mice. The blue line shows the accrual of FM B cells from age 14d predicted by the best-fitting model of of FM B cell dynamics
in adult chimeras (Fig. 4), using the timecourse of T1 precursors in young WT mice. (C-D) Fits to the numbers of FM B cells in young
WT mice (blue dots), using extensions of the best-fitting model in which either the rate of recruitment from the T1 pool increases with
age in young mice (C), or the death rate of FM cells decreases with age (D). (E) Best fitting functional form for the change in per capita
daily rate of influx from T1 to FM, and the predicted age distribution of FM B cells in 40d-old mice. (F) Best fitting functional form
for the change in loss rate of FM with age, and their predicted age distribution in 40d-old mice. (G) GFP levels of subsets of splenic B
cells in 6wk-old Rag2-GFP mice. (H) Variation in mean fluorescence of GFP in B cell subsets in Rag2-GFP mice, with age.
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broad distribution of cell ages (Fig. 5E), while higher loss rates in young mice predicted a preponderance of younger230

cells (Fig. 5F). To test these predictions, we analysed FM B cell development in Rag2-GFP transgenic mice. In231

these mice, GFP expression is induced in bone marrow progenitors during RAG mediated BCR recombination, and232

persists into peripheral transitional and mature FM B cell populations (Fig. 5G). We could then use the distribution233

of GFP expression within a population as a surrogate of its age distribution. As expected, GFP levels in the T1 and234

T2/3 compartments, which turn over rapidly, were uniformly high and did not vary with host age (Fig. 5H). Average235

GFP fluorescence in FM B cells was high in young mice, and as expected declined with age, as mature GFP-negative236

cells accumulated. Significantly, however, the average GFP expression in GFP-positive FM B cells, which are newly237

generated, was also invariant with host age. If newly generated FM B cells were shorter-lived in neonates, we would238

expect a relative enrichment of GFPhi FM B cells in younger mice, with an associated higher population-average239

GFP expression than in adults. This was not observed. Therefore, the relatively low rate of accumulation of FM B240

cells in neonates most likely derives largely from a lower rate of differentiation from T1 progenitor cells early in life,241

rather than shorter lifespans of FM B cells.242

Germinal centre B cells in spleen and lymph nodes exhibit distinct dynamics243

Wenext applied a similarmodelling approach to examine the dynamics of naturally occurring GC reactions in naive244

mice throughout life. Although the stimuli that drive formation of these GC reactions have not been characterised,245

analysis of germ free mice revealed similar numbers of GC B cells in spleen but reduced numbers in LNs as com-246

pared with WT controls in conventional facilities (Fig. S3). These observations indicate that naturally occurring GC247

reactions are driven by a self/endogenous stimuli in the spleen and a more dominant foreign source of antigen in248

LNs.249

The number of GC B cells in the spleen gradually increased with age (Fig. 6A), implying either a gradual increase250

in the rate of influx from their precursors, and/or increases in GC B cell lifespan or proliferation rate with age.251

The chimerism of splenic GC B cells stabilised within ∼100 days (Fig. 6B), more rapidly than that of FM B cells252

(∼150 days, Fig. 4C). This asynchrony in development discounts FM B cells as the precursors of splenic GC B cells.253

Therefore, we inferred that splenic GC B cells derive directly from immature transitional B cell subsets. We then254

fitted the models illustrated in Fig. 4A to the timecourses of numbers, chimerism, and Ki67 expression of splenic255

GC B cells. However, all of the models received comparable levels of statistical support (Table S2, rows shaded in256

grey) preventing us from clearly discriminating between them.257

This uncertainty stems from the relatively noisy approach to stable chimerism among GC B cells, which rather258

poorly constrains their net loss rate; and the nearly saturating and constant levels of expression of Ki67 among host259

and donor cells (Fig. 6C), which then provide relatively little information regarding the levels of inheritance of Ki67260

from the source and the division rate of GC B cells themselves. To increase our ability to discriminate between261

models we exploited this high level of Ki67 expression. We generated a novel fate mapping mouse strain in which262

an inducible CreERT2 construct was expressed from the endogenous Mki67 locus, alongside a Ki67-Cherry fusion263

protein. Crossing these with Rosa26RYFP Cre reporter mice generated a strain in which, following induction of Cre264

activity by the inducer tamoxifen, dividing cells and their progeny could be indelibly labelled by expression of YFP.265

Treating these Ki67 reporter mice with tamoxifen for just 4 days resulted in labelling of a substantial and similar266

fraction of GC B cells in both spleen and lymph nodes, which declined 8 weeks after induction (Fig. 6D). The fold267

reduction in YFP expression allowed us to place a tighter prior on the net loss rate of GC B cells (Text S6). Re-fitting268

the models using this information then revealed the strongest support for the model of splenic GC as a kinetically269

homogeneous population, fed by T2 B cells at a rate that increases gradually with mouse age (57% of the model270

weights, Table S2; fits shown in Fig. 6A-C).271

As expected, we inferred that splenicGCB cells aremore dynamic than FMBcells, withmean cell lifetimes andmean272

inter-division times both roughly 12h. Remarkably, the net effect of these processes yields a mean clonal lifespan of273

about 30 days (Table 2); thus, B cell lineages in GC are preserved for several weeks with very rapid turnover. Because274

the numbers of splenic GC B cells do not change rapidly with age in adult mice and so can be considered close to275

equilibrium, this clonal lifespan is the main determinant of the timescale of replacement of host with donor cells276
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(Text S2). We estimate that number of cells entering the splenic GC pool per day as a proportion of the pool size is277

between 4-5% in adulthood, which is indeed close to the daily loss rate (the inverse of the clonal lifespan).278

We performed a similar analysis of lymph-node GC (LNGC) B cell dynamics, again exploiting the Ki67 reporter279

mice to place bounds on the average net loss rate of these cells and to increase our ability to distinguish between280

models. We found strong evidence for the existence of two subsets of LNGC B cells with distinct but rapid kinetics,281

with FM B cells as the direct precursor of both (84% relative weight, Table S3, unshaded rows; model fits shown282

in Fig. 6E-G), with lower support for a T2 precursor (11% relative weight, Table S3). However, the existence of283

this heterogeneity, and the visual similarity of the fits deriving from the two differentiation pathways (not shown),284

suggests that LNGC B cells may in fact be fed to different degrees by both FM and T2 cells.285

We estimated a low rate of influx into the LNGC pool (at most 2% of the pool size per day), with a transient subset286

consisting of short-lived clones (lifetime∼20d) and a persistent subsetwith a clonal lifetime of∼140d. Thepersistent287

clones comprise approximately 80% of LNGC B cells, and their lifespan is the key determinant of the slow rate at288

which donor cells infiltrate the compartment (Fig. 6F).289

Spleen-resident Germinal Center B cells Estimate 95% CI

Daily influx from T2 precursors at age 75 days (as % of population) 5.0 (3.3, 7.1)
age 300 days (as % of population) 3.8 (2.4, 5.7)

Mean residence time (d) 0.55 (0.41, 0.73)
Mean clonal lifespan (d) 29 (23, 35)
Mean inter-division time (d) 0.56 (0.41, 0.75)
Time taken for per capita rate of influx to double (d) 230 (120, 680)
Ki67hi → Ki67lo transit time (d) 5.5 (4.1, 7.1)

Lymph node-resident Germinal Center B cells
Estimates and 95% CI

Transient Subset Persistent Subset

Daily influx from FM precursors at age 75 days (as % of subset) 0.63 (0.08, 2.1) 2.1 (1.2, 3.4)
age 300 days (as % of subset) 0.36 (0.03, 1.6) 1.8 (1.0, 2.7)

Mean residence time (d) 0.51 (0.35, 0.69) 0.73 (0.42, 0.74)
Mean clonal lifespan (d) 21 (1, 58) 140 (50, 550)
Mean inter-division time (d) 0.58 (0.43, 0.75) 0.73 (0.53, 1.4)
Proportion of total GC B cells at age 75 days 0.23 (0.06, 0.39) 0.77 (0.61, 0.94)

age 300 days 0.16 (0.03, 0.37) 0.83 (0.63, 0.97)
Ki67hi → Ki67lo transit time (d) 5.9 (4.6, 7.3)

Table 2. Parameters governing homeostasis of germinal centre B cells in the spleen and lymph nodes. Upper table: Estimates from
the best-fitting model of splenic GC B cell dynamics, in which the rate of influx of new cells into the compartment from T2 precursors
increases with host age. 95% credible intervals (CI) were derived from the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior distributions of
the parameter values. Lower table: Parameter estimates for lymph node GC B cell homeostasis, derived from the best-fitting (kinetic
heterogeneity) model with FM B cells as the precursor population and two populations with different rates of division and turnover.
Both populations are assumed to share the same Ki67 lifetime.
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Discussion290

Our analysis of naive (follicular mature) B cell homeostasis revealed continuous replenishment from the bone mar-291

row throughout life, with the entire compartment subject to replacement within 200 days, and the best model of the292

dynamics of this compartment was one in which all naive FM B cells follow the same rules of replacement irrespec-293

tive of their residence history. Although it appears that all naive B cells are made and remain equal with respect to294

homeostatic fitness, we did find strong evidence that age dependent changes in host environment influenced both295

FM B cell maintenance and development. The most strong supported model, in which turnover (loss) decreases296

with time, indicated that B cells live almost twice as long in aged mice. We also found that development of new297

B cells from transitional precursors was relatively inefficient in neonates, despite an abundance of T1 and T2 pre-298

cursors. It therefore appears that host environment is the biggest factor influencing B cell homeostasis, rather than299

cell-intrinsic changes. Age associated B cells (AABCs) are a subpopulation of IgMhi CD23lo AA4.1- FAS+ B cells300

that appear in ageing hosts (Naradikian et al., 2016). We observed AABC in aged busulfan chimeras and found301

they were predominantly of donor origin (Fig. S4), indicating that they are generated by newer cells later in life.302

This observation suggests that their emergence is also associated with a changing host environment and not from a303

cell-intrinsic increase in the propensity of ageing cells to differentiate. In the latter case, one would expect a larger304

representation of host-derived cells within that population.305

We also assessed the contribution of cell division to peripheral B cell homeostasis, through analysis of Ki67 expres-306

sion. The extensive proliferation of germinal centre B cells is a well-recognised feature of their development, but the307

role of cell division in supporting naive B cell homeostasis is less clear. The persistence of Ki67 for a few days follow-308

ing mitosis complicates the interpretation of its expression among differentiating populations, particularly when309

differentiation occurs over similar or shorter timescales. Our analysis revealed that Ki67 levels in peripheral naive310

B cells and transitional populations derive almost exclusively from proliferating bone marrow precursors and not311

from proliferative self-renewal. Indeed, the best fitting model, that allowed for inheritance of Ki67 from precursors,312

indicated that FM B cells divide extremely rarely, if at all.313

Germinal centres are readily detectable in laboratory mice, even in the absence of deliberate infection. Although314

the range of stimuli that elicit such responses has not been fully characterised, commensal organisms in the gut315

may provide a significant antigenic drive (Reboldi and Cyster, 2016). The constant flux of new cells into these316

structures that we observe in the busulfan chimeric mice is consistent with the observation that new FM B cells are317

continually recruited into chronic GC reactions (Schwickert et al., 2007, Shulman et al., 2013) or into the same GC318

after repeated immunisations (Bergqvist et al., 2013). The detailed dynamics of GC reactions over short timescales,319

typically those of acute infections, have been modelled extensively (see, for example, Kepler and Perelson (1993),320

Figge (2005), Anderson et al. (2009), Meyer-Hermann et al. (2012), Robert et al. (2017)), but here we focused on321

GC B cell production and turnover over timescales of months to years. We revealed that GC B cell lineages – which322

we loosely referred to here as clones, belying the process of affinity maturation – persist for many weeks. Strikingly,323

we were still able to resolve the remarkably rapid cellular dynamics underlying this persistence. Our inference that324

average individual GC B cell lifespans are very short is consistent with observations of the frequency of apoptotic325

cells, which led to the conclusion that least 3% of GC B cells die per hour (Wittenbrink et al., 2011). This figure326

translates to minimal death rate of 0.73/d or an upper bound on the mean lifespan of 1.4d, consistent with our327

estimates of 12-18 hours. Our estimates of interdivision times of roughly half a day are also comparable to other328

estimates derived from BrdU labelling (Anderson et al., 2009). The fine balance between these two rapid processes329

underpins the extended lifetimes of GC B cell lineages that we expose here.330

Our analysis alsomade distinct predictions regardingGC reactions in spleen and lymphnodes. SplenicGC appeared331

to involve homogeneous dynamics, sourced primarily from T2/3 cells, although the data were sufficiently noisy to332

perhaps obscure any kinetic substructure. In contrast, we found evidence of heterogeneous kinetic substructures333

within GC reactions in lymph nodes, which are fed predominantly from mature FM B cells. These distinct dy-334

namics, particularly with regard to the influx of new cells, suggest differences in the nature of antigen exposure335

in these organs. Indeed, GC B cells were readily detectable in the spleens of germ free mice while LN GC B cells336
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were substantially reduced in number in the same mice. We speculate that splenic GC B cell clones are generated337

predominantly by weak responses to self-antigens and these reactions are fed at a relatively high rate by new B cells338

almost as soon as they emerge from development. In contrast, lymph node GC B cell clones are likely derived from339

stronger and rarer cognate reactions of FM B cells to foreign antigens draining from epithelial barriers. Notably,340

the subpopulations we identified in constitutive lymph node reactions were still both highly proliferative, and so341

probably do not correspond to the kinetically distinct populations of B cells found in light and dark zones within342

germinal centers (Mesin et al., 2016, Meyer-Hermann et al., 2012). This heterogeneneity could arise from multiple343

sources. GC reactions could be seeded from both FM and T2 sources, and they could also involve both newly-344

stimulated naive B cells and recirculating memory cells, which may exhibit different kinetics. Another possibility is345

that, rather than representing subpopulations within the same GC, the heterogeneity we detected among LN GC B346

cells derives in part from the pooling of multiple lymph nodes in our analysis, and indicates that different lymphoid347

organs exhibit different degrees of GC B cell turnover.348

We found little statistical support for models in which transitional T2 B cells are the direct precursors of FM B cells,349

which is perhaps surprising as they represent amore advanced stage of development thanT1 cells. Notably, we found350

a relatively weak correlation between the chimerism of T2 cells in spleen and lymph nodes within the same mouse351

(Fig. 2A), suggesting that T2 cells are a spatially heterogeneous population. This result suggests that a more refined352

modelling approach would account for the circulation of transitional and mature B cell populations between the353

spleen and secondary lymphoid organs, at the cost of having to estimate a greater number of free parameters.354

Our study reveals the importance of continual influx to the maintenance of naive B cell compartments in mice that355

bears similarities to the mode of maintenance of naive T cells in adult mice (Hogan et al., 2015, Rane et al., 2018). In356

adulthood, both naive B andT cells have lifespans of several weeks and are reliant upon a daily influx of new cells that357

comprises a few percent of the pool size. We also find evidence for increased longevity of both populations as the358

mouse ages, that compensates to some degree for the waning of transitional B cell precursors in young adulthood,359

and themore substantial and longer-term involution of the thymus. Themechanisms that enhance lifespan, however,360

contrast between the two lymphocyte lineages. T cells exhibit cell-intrinsic adaptations such that older cells become361

fitter as they age and are preferentially retained in the repertoire (Rane et al., 2018), while we infer that increased362

B cell longevity is achieved by changes in the host that impact B cell populations uniformly. Consequently, B cells363

retain their homogenous homeostatic properties, while T cell compartments become increasingly heterogeneous364

with age, with evidence of naive T cell clones being retained for many months and even years (Hogan et al., 2015).365

Thecell-intrinsic adaptation of T cellsmay be driven by the self-MHCrecognition that has been shown to be essential366

for their long term survival (Martin et al., 2006). The environmental factors responsible for age-dependent changes367

in B cell homeostasis remain to be identified but will be important questions for future study given the profound368

compartment-wide influence they wield.369
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Materials and Methods380

Model fitting, parameter estimation, and model selection. For pooled FM B cells, splenic GC B cells and lymph381

node GC B cells we fitted each mathematical model – schematically illustrated in Fig. 4A – simultaneously to the382

timecourses of total cell numbers, normalised chimerism, and Ki67 expression in host and donor cells. Mathe-383

matical and statistical methods are detailed in Text S3. Briefly, (i) we formulated the joint likelihood of the ob-384

servations (Text S3.1), using the solutions of the model equations (Text S1), which in turn were functions of the385

model parameters and the empirical description of the timecourse of their putative precursor population (Text S4).386

(ii) We then used a Bayesian estimation approach with this likelihood and prior distributions of the model pa-387

rameters to generate posterior distributions of these parameters (Text S3.2). Priors on the net loss rates of splenic388

and lymph node GC B cells were informed by data from the Ki67-YFP reporter mice (Text S6). (iii) The Bayesian389

approach also yielded a combined measure of the model’s quality of fit and its complexity (the Leave-One-Out390

Information Criterion, LOO-IC; Text S3.3). All code, data and prior distributions for parameters are available at391

https://github.com/sanketrane/B_cells_FM_GC. Model fits in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 were generated using the maximum392

a posteriori probability (MAP) estimates of the parameters, and are accompanied by envelopes that represent the393

spread of model predictions generated by sampling over these posterior distributions. Narrow envelopes therefore394

indicate that the model predictions are robust to variation in parameters; wide envelopes indicate sensitivity to395

parameter values.396

Mice. Mki67mCherry-CreERT2 mice were generated by targeted replacement of the terminal exon 14 of theMki67 lo-397

cus with amodified exon 14 sequence with upstream FRT flanked neomycin cassette, and downstreammCherry fu-398

sion construct, IRES sequence and CreERT2 cDNA.Mice were crossed with actin-FLPemice to excise the neomycin399

selection cassette, before crossing with Rosa26RYFP strain (Srinivas et al., 2001), to generate Mki67mCherry-CreERT2400

Rosa26RYFP double reporter mice. Cre recombinase activity was induced in vivo in these mice following their i.p.401

injection with 2mg of tamxoxifen (Sigma) diluted in corn oil (Fisher Scientific) for five consecutive days.402

Busulfan chimeras were generated as previously described (Hogan et al., 2015, 2017). C57Bl6/J mice were used403

as bone marrow donors and SJL.C57Bl6/J congenic mice as hosts. Donor bone marrow was obtained from fe-404

murs of age- and sex-matched C57Bl6/J mice. Thereafter, these bone marrow suspensions were depleted of T and405

B cells by immunomagnetic selection, using biotinylated antibodies to respectively CD3 (eBioscience, 1/500 dilu-406

tion), TCR-beta (eBioscience, 1/500 dilution) and B220 (eBioscience, 1/200 dilution). Captured cells were bound407

to streptavidin-coupled Dynabeads (Life Technologies) and the unbound fraction depleted of mature T cells and B408

cells. 24 hours after the final busulfan injection, eight to ten million cells were injected i.v. in the busulfan-treated409

mice. At the indicated time points after BMT, host mice were sacrificed and spleen, lymph nodes and bone marrow410

were harvested and processed for further analysis. These mice, together with Rag2GFP mice (Yu et al., 1999) and411

Mki67mCherry-CreERT2 Rosa26RYFP double reporter mice were bred at Charles River U.K. Ltd and the Comparative412

Biology Unit, Royal Free Hospital. Experiments were performed according to the UCL Animal Welfare and Ethical413

Review Body and Home Office regulations. Germ-free mice were housed at the Oxford Centre for Microbiome414

Studies, Oxford, UK.415

Flow cytometry. Flow cytometric analyses were performed on 2 × 106 cells from organs of interest. Cells were416

stained for 1 hour in the dark at 4◦C with monoclonal antibodies (Abs) at a saturating concentration in 100 µl of417

PBS. The following surface antigens were detected by the indicated mAb clone: B220 (RA3-6B2- BV785 and RA3-418

6B2-BV421, BioLegend), CD21 (7EG-PerCP-Cy5.5, Biolegend), CD23 (B3B4-FITC, Biolegend; B3B4-BUV737, BD419

Biosciences), CD45.1 (A20-BV650, Biolegend), CD45.2 (104-FITC, eBioscience; 104-PE-TR, Biolegend), CD93420

(AA4.1-APC, Biolegend), CD95 (Jo2-biotin, BDBiosciences), GL7 (Ly77-PerCP-Cy5.5, Biolegend), IgD (11-26x.2a-421

BV421, Biolegend), IgM (Il/41-PE-Cy7, eBioscience) and live/deadNear-IR (Life Technologies). A secondary stain-422

ing step was performed using streptavidin-BUV395 (BD Biosciences, 0.5 µg/ml) or streptavidin-PerCP-Cy5.5 (Bi-423

oLegend, 0.4 µg/ml). Cells were stained for 30 min in the dark at 4◦C. Subsequently, cells were washed in handling424

media, and immediately analysed by flow cytometry. For intracellular staining, cells were fixed and permeabilised425
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using the FoxP3/transcription factor staining buffer set (eBioscience). Ki67 was detected using SolA15-FITC or426

SolA15-PE (eBioscience). Unless otherwise stated, individual populations were electronically gated as; splenic T1427

cells, B220hi AA4.1pos IgMhi CD23low; splenic and lymph node T2/3 cells, B220hi AA4.1pos CD23hi; FM B cells,428

B220hi AA4.1neg CD23hi; and GC B cells, B220hi GL7hi. Data were analysed using FlowJo v10 (Becton Dickinson &429

Company).430
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Fig. S1. Variation in the degree of stable chimerism in B cell subsets within the same mice. (A) Variation in the chimerism among
AA4.1+IgMhiIgD− B cell progenitors and recirculating FMB cells within different BM sites. (B)Variation in chimerism across different
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Model and Akaike weight (%)
Source Simple

homogeneous
Time-dependent
turnover

Time-dependent
division

Time-dependent
influx

Kinetic
heterogeneity

T1 9.0 64 3.0 18 5.0
T2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
T1 + T2 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0

Table S1. Comparison of models describing the population dynamics of Follicular Mature (FM) B cells, pooled from LN and spleen,
using Akaike weights (Text S3) as percentage measures of relative support. The strongly favoured model is highlighted.

Model and Akaike weight (%)
Source Simple

homogeneous
Time-
dependent
turnover

Time-
dependent
division

Time-
dependent
influx

Kinetic
heterogeneity

Incumbent

Without informing models using data from Ki67-Cre-ERT2-YFP reporter mice
T1 18 16 7 12 5 18
T2 5 11 1 2 1 4
Informing models using data from Ki67-Cre-ERT2-YFP reporter mice
T1 0 3 2 9 0 0
T2 2 16∗ 11∗ 57 0 0

Table S2. Comparison of models describing the population dynamics of germinal centre (GC) B cells in spleen, with or without the
additional information regarding proliferation from the Ki67 reporter mice. ∗Showed weak time-dependence in the rates of turnover
(halving every ∼800 mo) or division (doubling every >1000 mo); were rejected in favour of the simple homogeneous model.

Model and Akaike weight (%)
Source Simple

homogeneous
Time-
dependent
influx

Time-
dependent
turnover

Time-
dependent
division

Kinetic
heterogeneity

Incumbent

Without informing models using data from Ki67-Cre-ERT2-YFP reporter mice
T1 0 21 1 0 0 0
T2 0 22 0 0 0 0
FM 6 37 11 2 0 0
Informing models using data from Ki67-Cre-ERT2-YFP reporter mice
T1 0 0 0 0 5 0
T2 0 0 0 0 11 0
FM 0 0 0 0 84 0

Table S3. Comparison of models describing the population dynamics of GC B cells in lymph nodes.
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Text S1 Mathematical models
Simple homogeneous model: In this model we assume that cells form a kinetically homogeneous population that
self-renews through homeostatic division with first-order kinetics at rateα, and is lost (turns over) at a rate δ, which
combines death and onward differentiation. The inverse of α is the mean interdivision time, and the inverse of δ is
the mean residence time of a cell. Influx of cells from the source compartment is denoted ϕ(t), which is the product
of the per capita rate of influx ψ and the timecourse of the size of precursor population S(t), which is described
empirically (see Text S4). We model the dynamics of Ki67hi (H) and Ki67lo (L) cells using the following ODE
model;

Influx Influx

LossLoss

Division

Loss of
Ki67

Division

Ki67lo Ki67hi

L̇(t) = ψS(t)(1− ϵ) + β H(t)− (α+ δ)L(t),

Ḣ(t) = ψS(t)ϵ + α (2L(t) +H(t))− (β + δ)H(t).
(S1)

Here, β is the rate of loss of Ki67 expression aftermitosis, and ϵ is the proportion of the cells entering from the source
that are Ki67hi; we used its average observed value in themodel fitting process. We assumed eqns. S1 held identically
for host and donor cells. We fitted the following combinations of the solutions to these equations simultaneously to
the timecourses of

Total cell numbers = N(t) = Hdonor(t) +Hhost(t) + Ldonor(t) + Lhost(t)

Normalised chimerism =
1

χsource(t)

Hdonor(t) + Ldonor(t)

N(t)

Proportions of donor and host cells expressing Ki67 =
Hdonor(t)

Hdonor(t) + Ldonor(t)
,

Hhost(t)

Hhost(t) + Lhost(t)
,

using the empirical descriptions of the size (S(t)) and chimerism (χsource(t)) of the source population (see Text S4).
We define time t0 to be age at BMT of the youngest recipient (approximately 7 weeks), at which time the size of
donor compartment is zero. Therefore, the Ki67hi proportion among donor cells at t0 reflects that in the source,
κdonor(t0) = ϵ. The Ki67hi proportion among host cells at t0 is defined as κ0. We estimated β, α, δ, ψ, κ0 and
H(t0) + L(t0), the size of the host compartment at t0.

Time-dependentmodels: In these extensions of themodel above, the per capita rate of influx of new cells from the
source population ψ, the rate of cell division α, or the rate of loss δmay vary with time. We allowed each sub-model
to exhibit time-dependence in only one process. These three sub-models are also homogeneous; at any given instant,
all cells in the population exhibit the same rates of division and turnover. We assumed that the time-dependent
parameter varied with mouse age t as exp(rt), where r was estimated from the data and was unconstrained (i.e. the
rate constant could either rise or fall with time).

Kinetic-heterogeneity model: This model comprises two subsets, which are independent, fed separately from the
same source population, and are lost and/or divide at different rates. The resulting dynamics of the population as a
whole are therefore the weighted average of the more ‘transient’ subset (rapid net loss, δf − αf ) and a ‘persistent’
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subset (slower net loss, δs − αs). We solve the following equations for Ki67hi and Ki67lo cells among the transient
and persistent subsets, and formulate it identically for host and donor cells;

Ḣf (t) = ϕ(ψ, t) f ϵ + αf (2Lf (t) +Hf (t))− (β + δf )Hf (t),

L̇f (t) = ϕ(ψ, t) f (1− ϵ) + β Hf (t)− (αf + δf )Lf (t),

Ḣs(t) = ϕ(ψ, t) (1− f) ϵ + αs (2Ls(t) +Hs(t))− (β + δs)Hs(t),

L̇s(t) = ϕ(ψ, t) (1− f) (1− ϵ) + β Hs(t)− (αs + δs)Ls(t).

(S2)

Along with the kinetic parameters we also estimate the proportions of the transient subset in the precursor (f ) and
in the target (q) populations, and the initial fractions of Ki67hi cells in the transient and persistent subsets. The
initial numbers of host-derived cells in the transient and persistent subsets are defined as N0 q and N0 (1 − q),
respectively.

Incumbentmodel: In thismodel, described inHogan et al. (2015) andRane et al. (2018), heterogeneity is exhibited
only in the host compartment, which is assumed to comprise (i) an ‘incumbent’ subset of older, self-renewing cells
that are resistant to displacement by new cells and (ii) a ‘displaceable’ subset that is replaced continuously by cohorts
of new cells entering the pool. All donor cells are assumed to behave as displaceable cells.

Ḣ(t) = ϕ(ψ, t)ϵ + α (2L(t) +H(t))− (β + δ)H(t),

L̇(t) = ϕ(ψ, t)(1− ϵ) + β H(t)− (α+ δ)L(t),

Ḣinc(t) = αinc (2Linc(t) + Yinc(t))− (β + δinc)Hinc(t),

L̇inc(t) = β Hinc(t)− (αinc + δinc)Linc(t).

(S3)

We assume that the incumbent subset is established early in life, before the minimum age of BMT in our chimeric
animals (∼7 weeks).

Text S2 The time taken to approach to stable chimerism in a B cell population is
determined predominantly by the clonal lifetime

Here we illustrate for the simplest homogenous model the factors that determine the rate at which chimerism in a
population reaches that of its precursor population. Assume a populationN(t) is fed by precursors at constant total
rate ϕ, divides at per capita rate α and is lost through death or differentiation at per capita rate δ;

dN/dt = ϕ− (δ − α)N(t).

The quantity δ − α is the net loss rate, which we denote λ:

dN/dt = ϕ− λN(t).

Assume the source acquires a stable chimerism χ, and that host (h) and donor (d) cells behave identically;

dNd/dt = χϕ− λNd(t)

dNh/dt = (1− χ)ϕ− λNh(t)

The normalised chimerism of the population is

χnorm =
Nd

χ(Nd +Nh)
,
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which evolves according to

d

dt
χnorm(t) =

1

χN(t)

(
χϕ− λNd(t)−

Nd(t)

N(t)

dN(t)

dt

)
=

1

χN(t)

(
χϕ− λNd(t)−

Nd(t)

N(t)
(ϕ− λN(t))

)
=

1

χN(t)

(
χϕ− ϕ

Nd(t)

N(t)

)
=

ϕ

N(t)

(
1− χnorm(t)

)
. (S4)

If the population is at equilibrium thenN(t) = ϕ/λ, giving

d

dt
χnorm(t) = λ

(
1− χnorm(t)

)
, (S5)

which implies
χnorm(t) = 1− e−λt; (S6)

that is, the chimerism in the population reaches that of its precursors at a rate determined purely by the clonal
lifespan 1/λ. If the population is initially out of equilibrium at sizeN0,

χnorm(t) = 1− 1

1 + (eλt − 1) ϕ
λN0

, (S7)

the rate of approach to χnorm = 1 is then governed by both λ and the daily influx as a proportion of the initial pool
size, ϕ/N0 (intuitively, if the pool is initially over-populated, ϕ/λN0 < 1 and chimerism increases more slowly
because of the excess of host cells; if the pool is depleted, ϕ/λN0 > 1 and stable chimerism is achieved more
quickly). Equation S7 reduces to S6 whenN0 = ϕ/λ.

Text S3 Fitting and selecting mathematical models

S3.1 Likelihood

Weattempted to explain the kinetics of host and donor cells in busulfan chimericmice with an array ofmathematical
models, detailed in the main text and illustrated in Fig. 4A. As described, variation in the degree of depletion of host
HSCs by busulfan treatment led to mouse-to-mouse variation in the level of stable bone-marrow chimerism (the
fraction that are donor-derived), and hence also in peripheral subsets. We removed this variation by dividing the
chimerism in each B cell subset by the chimerism χ in the T1 precursor population. This normalised chimerism
(donor fraction) is

χnorm =
Donor cell numbers

Total cell numbers × χ
.

This approach allows us to fit a single model to data from multiple mice. Each model was fitted simultaneously to
the timecourses of total cell counts (N(t), the sum of host and donor cells), the normalised chimerism χnorm(t),
and the proportions of Ki67hicells in the host and donor compartments (κhost(t) and κdonor(t)). Cell counts were
log-transformed while χnorm, κhost and κdonor were logit-transformed, to ensure that measurement errors were ap-
proximately normally distributed. The joint likelihood of the datasets (with variables representing their transformed
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values) is then

L =

n∏
i=1

exp

(
−(Ni−Npred

i )2

2σ2
N

)
√
2πσN

×
exp

(
−(χnorm,i−χpred

norm,i)
2

2σ2
χ

)
√
2πσχ

×
exp

(
−(κi,host−κ

pred
i,host)

2

2σ2
κhost

)
√
2πσκ,host

×
exp

(
−(κi,donor−κ

pred
i,donor)

2

2σ2
κdonor

)
√
2πσκ,donor

≡
exp(−SSRN/2σ2N )(√

2πσN
)n ×

exp(−SSRχ/2σ2χ)(√
2πσχ

)n ×
exp(−SSRκ,host/2σ2κ,host)(√

2πσκ,host
)n ×

exp(−SSRκ,donor/2σ2κ,donor)(√
2πσκ,donor

)n ,

where n is the number of animals, each yielding four observations, and SSR denotes the sum of squared residu-
als, with each being a function of the data and the model parameters. This gives the joint log-likelihood (up to a
constant);

logL = −1

2

(
SSRN
σ2N

+
SSRχ
σ2χ

+
SSRκ,host
σ2κ,host

+
SSRκ,donor
σ2κ,donor

)
− n(log σN + log σχ + log σκ,host + log σκ,donor).

S3.2 Parameter estimation

We used a Bayesian approach to estimating the model parameters, the errors associated with the measurements
in each dataset, and a measure of support for each model. The inputs to this procedure are the joint likelihood
shown above, and a set of prior distributions on the model parameters and the unknown measurement errors in
each dataset. We refer to these unknowns collectively as θ. The Bayesian procedure updates these priors with the
likelihood, to generate posterior distributions of θ that reflect our knowledge of these parameters in the light of
the data, collectively denoted y. Strong (narrow) priors help to regularise a model’s behaviour and prevent it from
learning too much from the data – and hence guard against over-fitting. The joint posterior distribution of the
parameters is calculated using Bayes’ rule,

p(θpost|y) =
p(y|θpost) . p(θprior)

p(y)
(S8)

where p(y) is the likelihood of the data (averaged over the priors) that normalises the posterior such that it integrates
to 1. We consider priors to be tools that improve a model’s ability to learn from the data, and subjected them to
similar standards of evaluation and revaluation as any other component of the model. Detailed descriptions of the
priors, together with the code and data for performing all of the analyses presented in this study, are available at
https://github.com/sanketrane/B_cells_FM_GC.

The models were represented as systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), described in detail in Text S1.
We solved them numerically using the integrate_ode_rk45 solver in the Stan programming language and used the
default no-U-turn sampler (NUTS) to generate the posterior distributions of the parameters. We confirmed that
the log-transformed cell counts, and the logit-transformed values of the normalised chimerism and the Ki67hi pro-
portions in host and donor compartments, were all normally distributed with constant errors (standard deviations).
These standard deviations were additional parameters that were estimated from the data. We used the R-stan pack-
age in R to interface and compile the Stan scripts that encoded the priors, model definitions, sampling and fitting
procedures.

S3.3 Comparing models

Theassessment of amodel’s utility depends onhowaccurately it explains a given dataset (measured by the likelihood)
and also how well it can predict new observations. A complex model with an excessive number of parameters will
tend to overfit any given dataset and perform poorly when predicting new observations. On the other hand, amodel
that is too simple will fail to capture trends in the data, generate a low likelihood, andwill alsomake poor predictions
of new observations. TheAkaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974, Burnham andAnderson, 2002) is commonly
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used to identify parsimonious models that trade off the likelihood and complexity. However, the AIC penalises all
model parameters equally, which may not be appropriate when they differ in their ability to influence a fit. In this
study, we use the Leave-one-out information criterion (LOO-IC; Vehtari et al. (2017)) which penalizes the addition
of model parameters only to the extent that they contribute to overfitting.

Briefly, we define the log predictive density of a single observation yi given a model with parameters θ – that is, the
average value of the log-likelihood log

(
p(yi|θ)

)
across the joint posterior distribution of θ. We approximate this

by makingD draws from the posterior distribution, calculating the likelihood of yi for each set of parameters, and
averaging. This process is repeated for each data point (y1, ..., yn) to calculate the log point-wise predictive density
(lppd) for the whole dataset:

lppd =
n∑
i=1

log

(
1

D

D∑
d=1

p(yi|θdpost)
)
. (S9)

One then uses the leave-one-out (loo) method, a special case of cross-validation, whereby the dataset of n observa-
tions (y1, ..., yn) is partitioned into n training datasets each of size n− 1. Fitting the model to the training sample
that excludes datapoint i gives a joint posterior θ(-i)post. This posterior is then used to estimate the prediction accuracy
of the model for the excluded observation i (the test sample), which is defined as the log of the average likelihood of
the test sample across the posterior distribution. This likelihood is approximated by averaging overD draws from
the posterior. This process is repeated, making each observation in the dataset (y1, ..., yn) the test sample, and the
lppdloo is defined to be the sum of the log likelihoods of all these prediction accuracies:

lppdloo =
n∑
i=1

log

(
1

D

D∑
d=1

p(yi|θ(-i)dpost )

)
(S10)

where the term in large parentheses characterizes the D posterior simulations fitted on n − 1 observations when
the ith observation is left out. The information criterion LOO-IC is defined as −2 × lppd (Vehtari et al., 2017).
To calculate it we use the loo-2.0 package in the rstan library, which estimates the lppdloo using Pareto-smoothed
importance sampling (PSIS) – an approximation of leave-one-out cross-validation that uses existing posterior draws
from the model fits (Vehtari et al., 2015).

We then used the estimated LOO-IC values to assess the relative support for models using the analog of the Akaike
weight – the probability that a givenmodel will explain new data better than othermodels considered in the analysis.
Following Burnham and Anderson (Burnham and Anderson, 2002), these weights are

wi =
exp(−1

2∆LOO-ICi)∑M
m=1 exp(12∆LOO-ICm)

, (S11)

where ∆LOO-ICi is the difference in LOO-IC values between model i of M candidates and the model with the
lowest LOO-IC value.

Text S4 Modelling the dynamics of precursor cell numbers
and chimerism

We considered T1, T2, and T1+T2 combined as the potential direct precursors (sources) of FM B cells, and T1, T2
and FM B cells as potential sources of GC B cells. In adult mice, we described the time-variation in the sizes of these
populations with the empirical descriptor function S(t) = S0 e

−ν t (Fig. S2, panels A-D), where the parameters S0
and ν were estimated by fitting to the log-transformed cell counts using least squares.

Similarly, the timecourses of donor chimerism in these populations were all described well with χ(t) = χstable (1−
e−ν t), shown in Fig. S2, panels E-H; here, χstable and ν were estimated using non-linear least squares.
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We assumed a constant per capita rate of influx ψ from the source S(t), giving a total influx of ϕ(t) = ψS(t)
cells/day. The daily influx of host and donor cells into the target population is then

ϕdonor(t) = ψ S(t)χ(t),

ϕhost(t) = ϕ(t)− ϕdonor(t).
(S12)

The unknown ψ is estimated along with the other model parameters. In the time-dependent recruitment model, we
assumed the form ψ(t) = ψ0 e

p t, and estimated ψ0 and p.

Text S5 Modelling the development of the FM B cell pool in young mice

S5.1 Empirical description of T1 precursor numbers in young mice

To capture the dynamics of T1 cells in young mice (Fig. 5A) we used the empirical function S(t) = S0 (1 +
tn exp(−bt)), and fitted this to the log-transformed cell counts, using least squares to estimate S0, n and b.

S5.2 Explaining the developmental dynamics of FM B cells in young mice

To test the hypothesis of lower recruitment of T1 B cells in neonates than in adults, we allowed the rate of influx
to increase with time early in life, approaching the value ψ estimated from our best-fitting model in adults aged 7
weeks and older; we assumed the form ψ(t) = ψ(1− exp(−rψt)). The estimated rate rψ was sufficiently large that
ψ(t) was very close to ψ at age 7 weeks (Fig. 5E).

To test whether FM B cells in young mice are lost more rapidly than those in adult mice, we extended the time-
dependent loss model, in which we had described the loss rate from age t0=7 weeks onwards as δ(t) = δ0e

−r(t−t0).
For t < t0 we assumed δ(t) = δ0(1− ern(t−t0)) with rn > r (Fig. 5F).

We fitted both extensions of the time-dependent loss model to the counts of FM B cells in young mice separately,
estimating rψ and rn in the process.

S5.3 Estimating the age distribution of FM B cells in young mice

To generate the predicted age distributions of cells under the twomodels above, we recast them as partial differential
equations (PDEs) that explicitly track cell age. In the time-dependent loss model, the population density of FM B
cells of age a in mice of age t is given by the solution to

∂N(a, t)

∂a
+
∂N(a, t)

∂t
= −(δ(t)− α)N(a, t). (S13)

The rate of influx of cells of age zero N(0, t) is the source influx ψS(t), or ψ(t)S(t) for the model in which the
per capita influx rate varies with age. The other boundary condition is the age distribution of cells at time zero, size
N(a, 0). We assumed that the FM B cell compartment at the time of birth is sufficiently small that we could set
N(a, 0) = 0. We solved this model using the parameters estimated from fitting the extensions of time-dependent
loss model (described above) to the total counts of FM B cells in young mice. We then calculated the normalised
cell age distribution of FM B cells at t = 7 weeks using

G(a, t) =
N(a, t)∫ t

0 N(a, t)da
.

See Rane et al. (2018) for full details of the solution of this class of model.
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Text S6 Using information from Ki67-reporter mice to aid discrimination between
models of GC B cell dynamics

The Ki67-Cre-ERT2-YFP system allows us to track cohorts of cells that underwent cell division during tamoxifen
treatment. We measured the frequencies of YFP-expressing cells at day 4 and day 62 post-tamoxifen and, for each
model (as described below), used the decline in YFP expression over this time period to constrain the rates of loss
and/or division. YFP expression is preserved upon cell division but is diluted by loss or onward differentiation. To
illustrate, for the simple homogeneous model, YFP expression will decline at the net rate of loss of the population
λ, which is δ − α. We can therefore relate λ to the fold loss of YFP expression over a time τ :

Y (t) = Y0 e
−λ τ =⇒ λ = − log(∆Y )/τ. (S14)

Priors on∆Y . We took the strategy ofmaking∆Y a parameter in themodel, using its observed values to generate
its prior; and sampling from this prior then allowed us to estimate or constrain other parameters. For splenic GC B
cells, the mean YFP-labelled fraction dropped from 0.35 to 0.04 over 8 weeks, yielding ∆Y ∼ 0.12. This, together
with the scatter in ∆Y observed in YFP reporter mice (4 mice at the 2 week timepoint and 5 mice at the 8 week
timepoint, unpaired data; Fig. 6D in the text), suggested ∆Y ∼ N (0.12, 0.05). Lymph node GC B cells exhibited
∆Y ≃ 0.42. When assuming T1 or T2 as their precursors, which turn over rapidly and are therefore not expected
to provide a persistent source of YFP-labelled cells after withdrawal of tamoxifen, we therefore assumed ∆Y ∼
N (0.42, 0.05). When assuming FM B cells to be precursors, which turn over more slowly, we considered the pos-
sibility that FM B cells might act as a reservoir that feeds new YFP+ cells into LNGC for some time after withdrawal
of tamoxifen. In the case the drop in YFP expression yields only a lower bound on λ. Accordingly, we assumed that
∆Y was skew-normally distributed with a bias towards values less than the mean of 0.42, and a standard deviation
of 0.1 (∆Y ∼ SkewNormal(0.42, 0.1,−5)). Specifically, if µ ∈ R, σ ∈ R+, and k ∈ R, then for y ∈ R,

SkewNormal(y |µ, σ, k) = 1

σ
√
2π

e−
(y−µ)2

2σ2

(
1 + erf

(
k(
y − µ

σ
√
2

))
,

where ‘erf ’ is theGaussian error function. For eachmodel we used theYFP information in the followingways:

Simple homogeneous model (with or without time-dependent influx): Using the above priors on ∆Y and the
division rate α, we then estimated the rate of loss (δ) using equation S14;

δ =
− log(∆Y )

τ
+ α.

Time-dependent division or loss: With time dependent division, we assumed priors for∆Y and δ and calculated
the rate of division at t0, which we denote α0. With time dependent loss loss, we assumed priors for∆Y and α and
calculated the rate of loss at t0 (δ0):

α0 =
log(∆Y ) + δτ

τ eτ r

δ0 =
− log(∆Y ) + ατ

τ eτ r
.

(S15)

Kinetic heterogeneity: This model (eqns. S2) predicts a biphasic loss of YFP, reflecting the net loss rates of the
transient (λf ) and persistent (λs) subsets and which were present at unknown frequencies q and 1− q, respectively.
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We then assigned priors ∆Y , λf and λs, to give q:

Y (τ) = Y f
0 e

−λf τ + Y s
0 e

−λs τ

∆Y = Y (τ)/Y (0) = q e−λf τ + (1− q) e−λs τ

=⇒ q =
∆Y − e−λs τ

e−λf τ − e−λs τ
.

(S16)

Here Y f
0 and Y s

0 are the fractions of YFP-labelled cells in the transient and persistent subsets, respectively, at time
τ = 0. Assuming λf > λs, the constraint 0 < q < 1 in turn constrains the priors on λf and λs;

λs <
− log(∆Y )

τ
< λf .

Placing priors on the division ratesαf andαs, we could then calculate the rates of loss of transient (δf ) and persistent
subsets (δs) using

δf = λf + αf

δs = λs + αs.

Incumbent: We derived a similar relationship between λdisplaceable and λincumbent to that in equation S16,

λincumbent <
− log(∆Y )

τ
< λdisplaceable.

Using priors on ∆Y , λdisplaceable, λincumbent, αinc and α, we calculated δ and δinc:

δ = λdisplaceable + α

δinc = λincumbent + αinc.
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